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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we establish newly defined random Jungck-Mann type iterative process and discuss the 
convergence of random Jungck-Mann Iteration scheme to a common random fixed point under contractive 
condition in separable Banach spaces. we have generalized the result of Choudhury [5] and Singh et al [16]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of random fixed point has been an active 
area of contemporary research in mathematics. Beg 
and Abbas [2] generate sequence of measurable 
mappings through iterative procedures and study 
necessary conditions for the convergence of it in 
separable complete metric spaces. Badshah and 
Pariya[1 ] generalized A common random fixed point 
theorem for six random operators satisfying a rational 
inequality.  Kasahara [11] had shown that if an 
iterated sequence defined by using a continuous linear 
mapping is convergent under certain assumption, then 
the limit point is common fixed point of each of two 
non-linear mappings. Ganguly [8] arrived at same 
conclusion by taking the same condition and using the 
sequence of Mann iteration [15]. In linear spaces there 
are two general iterations which have been 
successfully applied to fixed point problems of 
operators and also for obtaining solutions of operator 

equations. These are Ishikawa [10] and Mann iteration 
scheme [12]. Random iteration scheme has been 
elaborately discussed by Chaudhury ( [4], [5] ). 
Looking to the immense applications of iterative 
algorithms in signal processing and image 
reconstruction, it is essential to venture upon random 
iteration. Rashwan [14] has been generalized A 
common fixed point theorem of two random operators 
using random ishikawa iteration scheme.  Chandelkar 
et al [3] generalized the result Common Random 
Fixed Point of Asymptotically Regular Mappings in 
Polish Spaces. In Singh [16] they define on iteration 
scheme called it Jungck-Mann iteration process and 
discuss the convergence of it. 
In a similar manner, we introduce the random Jungck 
Mann type iterative procedure and discuss its 
convergence to a common random fixed point. Note 
that the mapping we define, random Jungck-Mann 
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iteration process contains the Mann iteration, Jungck-
Mann random Picard iteration, random Mann iteration 
as a special case of it. Hence our result generalized the 
known result of  Choudhury [5] and Singh [16] for 
newly define random Jungck-Mann iteration using 
contractive condition in Banach spaces.  
 
PRELIMANARIES  
Throughout in this paper, (Ω, ∑) denotes a 
measurable space and X stands for a separable Banach 
space. C is a nonempty subset of X. 
 
Definition 1.1  A function    is said to be 

measurable if  for every Borel subset 

B of X. 

Definition 1.2  A function  is said to be 

a random operator, if F(., x)   is 

measurable for every  
 

Definition 1.3  A measurable function   is 

said to be a random fixed point of the random 

operator   if F(t, g(t)) = g(t) for all  

 
 

Definition 1.4 A random operator  is 

said to be continuous if, for fixed   

is continuous. 
 

Definition 1.5 Mann Iteration Scheme ( see[12]). Let 

L be a linear space. If  is a mapping and  

 is any element of L, then  is defined 

iteratively in the following:  

                           

(i) 

                                                           

                                                       (ii) 

In some application (i) and (ii) have been somewhat 

altered. Some applications above iteration may be 

noted in [7,12,13]. Chaudhury[5] define random 

Mann iteration scheme as in the following. 
 

Definition 1.6   Random Mann Iteration scheme. Let 

 where C is a nonempty convex subset 

of separable Hilbert space H be a random operator. 

Then the sequence of function  is defined as 

following. 

 be arbitrary measurable function. 

For  

         (iii) 

 

 
Since C is convex it follows from the above 

construction that  is a mapping from  to C for all 

n= 0, 1, 2, . . . . 

Definition 1.7 The following iteration process is the 

introduce by Singh et al [15].  

Let  be a normed linear space and 

 such that  Then, for 

the sequence  defined by 

                              

(iv) 

Where  is a sequence in [0,1] is called the 

Jungck-Mann iteration process. 

Note that if we put S = I (identity operator) and Y = X 

, then we obtain the Mann iteration process, defined in 

as above. 

Now we shall introduce the following iteration 

process, we called it random Jungck-Mann iteration 

process: 

 

Definition 1.8 Let X be a separable Banach space and 

 be two non self random operators 

defined on a nonempty closed convex subset C of a 

separable Banach space X. then the sequence of 

measurable function   defined as in 

following: 

Let  be arbitrary measurable mapping for 

each  with   

                            (v) 
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Remark: Note that if in addition, we put   to be 

singleton in (v) we get the non random case defined in 

(iv) and if we  put S = I (identity operator) with Y=X 

and  to be singleton then we get random Mann 

iteration defined in (iii). With that if we put  

then we get random Picard iteration.  

 

2. MAIN RESULT 
Theorem 2.1    Let C be a non empty, closed and convex subset of a separable Banach space X and 

 be two non self continuous random operators defined on C satisfying (2.1)  

and  (2.2) 

 
 ,                        

with a,b,c are measurable mappings in (0,1) satisfying   

for each  and . Suppose that random operators S and T have a point of coincidence.   If the 

sequence  defined by random Jungck-Mann iteration process (1.8) converges then converges to a 

common random fixed point of random operators S and T. 

 

Proof. Let  be of random Jungck Mann iteration as defined in (1.8). We may assume that 

 converges point wise i.e. 

 for all  as  
 

Since X is a separable Banach space, for any continuous random operator. and any measurable 

mapping  , the mapping  is measurable mapping [9]. 

Since x(t) is measurable and C is convex , it follows that  and  as defined in random Jungck 

Mann iteration is a sequence of measurable mapping. Hence  being limit of measurable mapping 

sequence is also measurable.  
 

Now suppose that random operators S and T have a point of coincidence i.e. 

S(t, x(t)) = x(t) for  and 

T(t, x(t)) = x(t)  for  

Now let  be a sequence of random Jungck Mann iteration converges to x(t) 

 
Now consider for  
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Since S is continuous random operator and x(t) is a measurable mapping. Consequently on taking limit as 

. 

 
We obtain  

  

 

 
 

Since   

 
We get  

Hence  , as T is continuous random operator and x(t) is measurable. 

Therefore,  

  

                               

 

 

 
Since  

 for all  

Thus  for all is a point of coincidence of random operators S and T. Which 

is common random fixed point of  S and T.  
 

Uniqueness. Let u(t) is another common random fixed point of S and T such that  then using 

inequality (2.2), we have  
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since   

 for all . 

This complete the proof. 
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